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Introduction
John Roy Robert Searl was born May 2, 1932 in a very poor family in England. He was put in foster homes and
separated from his brother and sister at the age of four. At the age of four and a half years old he started having
dreams. The dreams came in pairs - first dream one, then a short time later, dream two; and they occurred twice
a year for six years. The dreams stopped when he was at age ten. He knew the dreams meant something, so he
worked at interpreting their meaning at age ten.
At 14 he made his first Searl Effect Generator (SEG). He was financed by an elderly Welsh gentleman by the
name of George Hines. Mr. Hines believed in John and financed the first six SEGs that he built, all of which
were lost. The first SEG was assembled in John's house at No. S Carl Street. It was a small unit and when he
completed placing the magnetic rollers on the plates, it started to go faster and faster. As the SEG speeded up, it
developed a field around it, lost its gravity, flew up and hit the ceiling! John was surprised because he was trying
to make a generator, not anything that would go up in the air. Meanwhile, the SEG kept hitting the ceiling until it
got out and it was lost. The five subsequent ones that he built were also lost because he didn't know how to
contain the field that it generated.
As Prof Searl worked, he built a total of 40 levity disks. Many of them were lost in the begin ning until he
learned how to control them. When he learned how to control the SEGs, after he tested them John would
disassemble them to protect the technology. He would then try to use the parts for the next generation. The last
craft done was Demo 1. Unfortunately, this craft, too, has been lost.

Deaf Ears
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This technology has been offered to all countries. Back in the 70's, Professor Searl, a patriot, went to his country
first. He went to the Queen and the Prince and said, "Would you take this, I can show you how to build this
device to generate power and to actually make a new type of spacecraft or just flying craft to take the place of
airplanes." They didn't want to see him. They thanked him very much. He has letters to that effect.
He has offered it to the United States. He gave a demonstration at Edwards Air Force Base. During the
demonstration, he made a remote control turn to the tune of 25 Gs, which would kill anyone inside a jet plane.
The people at Edwards said, "Well that would kill anybody inside a jet plane, and we don't want to see it,
because it's just too dangerous, we can't use that."
Puzzled, he did a number of subsequent tests to determine internal G-forces. One which was fool proof. It had a
vial of a radioactive element suspended in the apparatus that would break with a 2G force placed on it in any one
place. He sent his craft up with that in place, and made all kinds of turns that should have just smashed it. When
it came back, he tested it and it was still intact.
This demonstrated that the relativity inside this craft is not the same as the relativity that we ordinarily
experience in standard aircraft.
In 1989, he offered this technology to Munich, Germany and to a group of scientists who received a grant to
work on this technology. It's a research and developmentnot manufactur inggrant to build a model so the SEG
effect can be demonstrated. The manufacturing con tract has not been let out. Manufacturing contracts will be
discussed when we have the offers in place and we can talk to investors, showing the device in action.
Professor Searl always had the device with him at all his lecturesthis allowed him to demon strate the SEG. They
are all now destroyed except for two which have been given to people for health reasons. Two different
individuals who were diagnosed as having lung ailments and only a matter of months to live. One of the benefits
of this device is that it produces tremen dous ion discharge. An electron discharge has the effect of healing. It
will heal people's lungs and also has the benefit of ion production.
Professor Searl had been in an accident in which he was carrying a very hot pan of oil that was put on the stove
mistakenly and he was trying to get it outside. Someone opened the door unexpectedly
and it exploded. John was not only burned, but he was also bleeding. Fourteen days later you couldn't see a scar.
So the SEG may have a healing effect.

Basic Structure of the SEG
An SEG consists of a series of three rings and rollers that go around those rings. The first ring contains twelve
rollers, this amount is the same as having a twelve-cycle or twelve-phase linear motor. A linear motor will not
operate on less than twelve phases. There are many other correlations you can make, but this is working along
with the laws of Nature. There are twelve plates on the surface of the earth, and twelve months of the year. There
can be more than twelve rollers, but no less.
Figure 1 is an illustration of what an SEG would look like. It shows what we hope our final outcome will be to
make one. You notice that there are three rows as you go out. There are not the same number of rollers for each
ring . It goes up by approximately 10 rollers for each ring.
All of the construction details are based on the Law of the Squares. Looking at a cutaway section of a ring of
rollers, we see that this SEG is made using the square of four. The rollers revolve around the plates that form the
rings, but they do not touch them. The close-up of the roller in Figure 2 shows a center element and then three
other elements going out from the central core of each roller. The plates will have the same center element on the
inner side and the lightest element on the outside.
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Figure 3 is a drawing of the elements going from the outside layer to the inside layer. It shows dimensions and
you'll notice that one of the elements is nylon. Nylon 66 is the element Prof. Searl chose to use and he used it
because it has a high negative content and it also has a double bond configuration. The nylon is used as a semiconductor in a diode.
What you have basically is a solid state device here. Figure 4. The electrons are given off from the center
element (which is neodymium), and they travel out through the other elements. If the nylon had not been put
there, the SEG would act like a laser and one pulse would go out and it would stop, build up, and another pulse
would go out. But, with the nylon in there, the nylon acts as a control gate, and that control gate gives you an
even flow of electrons throughout the SEG.
Brushes for electron pickups are found on the outside edges of SEGs designated for use in the Inverse-G
vehicles. Figure 5. A set of conventional C-shaped transformers would ordinarily collect the energy for use. The
Inverse-G vehicle units are made a little bit different than a conventional generator in that instead of supplying
240 volts for Europe or 130 for the United States, it puts out hundreds of millions of volts. In order to transfer
that energy to a usable place on the craft, and to direct it they pick it up with brushes. These brushes are
positioned all around the out side.

The Impressed Magnetic Fields
The rollers have a primary north and south pole, as do the plates in this case. There's a primary north and south
pole on the rollers and a primary north and south pole on the plates. Obviously you will have the north pole of
the roller attracted to the south pole of the plate.
Ordinarily they would clamp right on and not be able to move, especially being made with neodymium. But
there's a secondary field impressed on these magnets using an AC compo nent. By impressing an AC magnetic
field on the roller, Prof. Searl was able to create the demonstration in Figure 6 using a bar and two rollers. The
rollers would go completely around the bar even around the 90 degee angle becuse of the way the fields was
impressed on the magnets.
This shows the field when you make these magnets you have to use an AC component to influence the DC field.
What it does, it warps it and they go on at the same time when you're turning this magnet. As the field is warped,
multiple poles are formed on the surface of the rollers and on the rings of the SEG. The frequency used to do this
is not the same on the rollers as it is on the rings. This creates a non unity between the two faces so that as the
magnets try to achieve unity and go to a north-south orientation, they cannot do it.
The imprinting is being done in Germany. Figure 7. One of the most difficult things in making this device is to
impress the magnetic lines and cool it without cracking. Coils are used to print the magnetic lines by first
suppressing the existing fields, then generating the impressed field, and finally to cool the finished component.
Oscilloscopes are used to monitor the printed wave form. Figure 8.
When the finished rollers are placed underneath some iron filings on paper, like at school, we get some unusual
results. . . a large pattern on each pole, and almost no pattern or an angular pattern in an arc between poles .
There are both layers and individual poles and this uniformity of the poles on the outside is very important.
These magnetic poles will be their own prime mover.
One of the marvelous things about the SEG is that none of the parts touch. There is no friction whatsoever, the
rollers float on the magnetic field because of the AC component that has been impressed upon them. They will
not fly off because of the DC that has been impressed upon them. They travel around the first ring at about 250
mph. In each ring going outward, the rollers' speed in creases by 2 and a half times.
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Element Selection
Now, the choosing of the elements is an important thing obviously. If one was to look at the Table of Periodic
Properties of the Elements, one would notice that the atomic structure of each element is illustrated. Prof Searl
discovered that most of the elements that worked the best were hexagonal, but iron is obviously not so. He uses
them in conjunction with the hex agonal configuration in order to pick the correct and most efficient way to
develop the effect.
The specific powders of elements are carefully weighed. These elements have to be of a specific grain size,
atomic weight, and exact dimensions. They have to be put together in such a way that they meet the
requirements of the Law of Squares.
The elements are used on the theory that when they progress out from the center or inside out they are at lessor
weight, atomically... And these elements are made and chosen through the Law of the Squares, with the heaviest
element as the center element. The center element that John Searl has used since the first SEG is neodymium,
which is element number 60. Modern science has just discovered that neodymium is good to make magnets.
John Searl has been using it since 1946!

Law of the Squares
A lot of people ask what is all this about the squares? Well, there are three groups of squares group one, two and
three, and there can be no other. Group one squares consists of all odd numbers. All even numbers that are
divisible by four are Group Two. All the rest of the even numbers not divisible by four are Group Three.
In the books, John Searl will mention that a Group 1 square rotates, I couldn't understand that so I did a little
research and studying on my own and I found that if you take the numbers of Group One and show where it
moves to in his corrected square, it will go to this point here, and this number will go here. This pattern develops
out and it's a circular pattern showing a rotation.
When you do something similar in showing where the numbers transpose to what we call a uniform square
which would be a sequentially numbered square from top to bottom, left to right. In those squares, all of the
numbers in a line if you add them across or down or on a diagonal will add to the same number. All have the
same line value. These have been termed Magic Squares in the past. It's not really a new technology but an old
technology that's being reborn and reviewed.
In Figure 9, I have illustrated the three groups. The oscillating pattern of a Group 2 square took me some time. I
went further on with this in my studies and I said well OK I have to picture this in my mind. I really couldn't
quite get it., the gist of it. What I did was extrapo lated a Group 2 square out into a cube and the opened the cube
up.
When I first started, I thought there had to be one answer if I could find a way to solve this square, take
sequentially numbered squares and put them into an order where every line would add to the same value. And all
these different directions would only be one answer.
I was wrong. Figure 10 , Figure 11 is the front view, back and top and bottom of this cube. And every one of
these lines add up to the same number in every one of these squares, so I kind of surprised myself doing that.
This is a three-dimensional image of that cube.
Now, even at that what does that show you? Starting with this cube I found that there's a switching pattern
involved and I could equate the switching pattern of the squares to the switching pattern I saw in the cube which
brought to me a three dimensional realm. I could easily make the jump to a switching pattern in the atomic
valences or atomic structure.
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The Secret of Control
The initial working models were not remote controlled. They were one-time shots John de scribed as firecracker
models. Once he started them, they took offnever to be seen again! Prof. Searl says "it's an awfully expensive
firecracker! " I imagine they were. Then he learned how to control it.
Prof. Searl was giving a news interview and the people were there with the video cameras and the press and he
said ...Now this device will never stop. No matter what you do it will never stop. And it will always supply you
with power.
And so the video camera came down and panned down real close to the SEG and the SEG stopped! John further
describes the moment: My mouth fell open and I felt like a fool because
I'd just finished telling them it would never stop.
He'd never seen it stop before. What happened was very embarrassing, but it was one of the luckiest things that
ever happened to him. He realized immediately that the key was in the frequency and that the frequency of the
television camera was putting out a harmonic or a resonant frequency of the primary frequency of the SEG and it
counteracted it and caused the poles to reach a unification state and stop.
And so that is how he got the key on how to control the SEG. Through a remote control he could now slow it or
stop it entirely. Up to this point he was not stopping it.

The Dream Lost
A good number of models in various sizes were built and flown. Of course, this work attracted a lot of visitors.
John would have anyone who wanted to view his craft, the generator or view the craft in flight to sign in and put
a little comment about what they thought. There were many famous people and there were hundreds of
namesthey were not retrieved. They're all lostburned in the fire.
Prof. Searl wanted to fly one of the models himself. He was about ready to . Friends in New Zealand had
committed money to build a three-man craft and were all set to go. Land had been cleared and they were all set
to start construction. One of his motivations is that when he went to a number of test pilots and showed them
models of flight, they all looked at the high G factors and the high voltage and then refused to fly of it.
So John proceeded to go and take flight school. He did take flight school to the point that he was qualified to
take passengers. Which, if you know anything about flying, it's a lot more than getting your Piper Cub license.
He accomplished this just before he was arrested.
While under persecution, John had to leave his largest model unattended for a lengthy period. Prof. Searl went
back to retrieve it, I think it was about six months ago now, and he said that when he left it there, it was
supposedly safe. Unfortunately, the person that let him use the land died and his wife sold off the land. The new
owner, a policeman, sold it for junk.
So it was very disappointing. It had tons of copper - about five tons of copper . But it was sold just for the
copper. It was pitiful because it was the only thing he had left to show his work - everything else was destroyed.
Even photos are very hard to come by. They come in little trickles, from different people who have worked on it.
There's not much publicity and most of it has been destroyed.
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Recovering the Dream
Various people throughout history have claimed to have generated what the scientific commu nity calls Free
Energy. And many of them have claimed to have produced anti-gravity devices and craft. To day, most of them
are dead. We're trying to retrace their endeavors to rediscover their technology. Most of these inventors were
very secretive so that their inventions would not be stolen, or fall into the wrong hands. All of their motives are
understand able. The result was that their technology and inventions were lost. They were so afraid that someone
would try to steal it, or that it would get into the wrong hands. Now, no one has it.
Some of these great inventors were, in my opinion, Nikola Tesla, John Keely, Victor Schauberger, Otis Carr, and
there are probably a number of them I don't know about. I'm getting in contact every day with people who have
devices that they say work. Prof. Searl has kept many aspects of his technology secret in the past for the same
reasons. He was wrong fully imprisoned and all of his equipment and papers were destroyed, as I've told you
about. This was almost the end of the Searl technology.
But John Searl is not to be stopped. He's very strong-willed and dedicated to using his tech nology to make a
better world for mankind. He's released this work in the form of books entitled "The Law of the Squares." so that
it will not be destroyed again.
I've asked people:
How much would you give to talk to Nikola Tesla, to be able to talk to your specific interest Guru or leader?
I'd give a lot to talk to Tesla, to Keely or to many others. What marvelous inventions could they come up with in
light of our modern discoveries? Take Tesla today and show him the transistor; what do you think he'd come up
with in view of what he came up with in the past.
Did Keely really conquer gravity using sound waves through sympathetic vibrations? Did Schauberger really
create a gravity field using vortexian action in liquids? Did Carr have special windings in his craft that allowed
him to generate voltage needed for anti-gravity? These questions may never be answered except by diligent
research and experimentation. Even then it may take years.
Prof. Searl is alive today. He wants to give this technology to the world today. Will we wait too long to accept it?
Will we waste our time scoffing to disprove his technology as has been done by others in the past? Will we turn
a blind eye to his attempt to move us into the future as we did to Tesla so that we can hold on to the past?
I say we don't turn a blind eye. We're looking for the visionaries of today to move ahead now in order to save the
people of this planet. Figure 12. We no longer have the luxury of saying someday somebody else will do it.
We've damaged our atmosphere severely. We've depleted our natural resources. We're cutting down our rain
forests, at an alarming rate. We all hear about these things and feel we can do nothing about them.
We can do something about them now, though, if we act before its too late and get this tech nology going.
There's a very minuscule amount of time, as we look at the big picture of the earth and we've almost ruined the
atmosphere. Some cities are almost unlivable because of the smog. This technology could do something about
that. That's why I'm involved with it.
John A. Thomas, Jr.
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An audio visional pictorial video illustrating the structure of the IGV.
(Courtesy of Sa1Productions).

The Inverse Gravity Vehicle is a craft designed to take full advantage of the
SEG's unexpected propensity to lift and defy the force of gravity.
The IGV is structurally designed to support and integrate a very large
and powerful scaled up version of the SEG within a suitable flight
controlled frame in the form of a slender disc. This is a shape ideally suited
for the emissions of the high-speed electrical charges from the rim’s edge
to the atmosphere and back to the relatively positively charged central
dome.
High levels electron charge accumulations envelops it in a cold vacuum
and surrounds it with a hazy colored glow of charged plasma.
These charged gases emit photon light due to the high-speed electron
emissions that interacts and releases a great many more free electrons out
of the atmosphere due to the the air's cascading effects.
In this manner, electrons in great abundance are recycled through the IGV
which effectively provides the means to absorb external energy from the
surrounding environment as an open system of energy conversion.
External charges are attracted and collected by surfaces of the center
section of the craft that conducts them to the input of a large diameter SEG
located inside and near the rim of the craft. Therein, electrons are
compressed or condensed into tunneling pairs that increasingly accelerate
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology3_000.html
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through the three stages of the six layered high performance SEG. Then
finally, the boson type charges are emitted at near light speeds out of the
frame's peripheral edges or points.
Past a certain point, the apparatus achieves material superconductivity at
temperatures near absolute zero. This incidentally creates a powerful
gravitomagnetic or inverse gravitational force and concurrently an
inversion of inertia; it appears these two forces are interrelated like two
sides of a coin, thus overturning one force effects the other.
These profound effects manifest when the SEG is electrically overloaded to
the atmosphere, driving it into a superconductive state that enables an
immense increase in its capacity to convert external sources of ambient
energy into coherent forces of extremely high levels of electrical power.
The IGV technology shatters the common presumption that gravity and
inertia are immutable forces; instead, it tends to confirm super symmetric
theories of nature's forces. This is the basis of the levity discs that John
Searl built and demonstrated so successfully during the 1960s and 1970s.
After about 20 years developing it in secret, John Searl's levity discs (IGV)
finally managed to take controlled flights with an innovative 64 cell
switching relay system that made it agile and maneuverable.
They were typically radio remote controlled by a small network of ham radio
operators using signals bounced off the moon (EME). These test flights
typically took place during the early morning nights at altitudes of about
2000ft emerging out of isolated fields.
However, these flights did not go unnoticed, thousands of witnesses
reported hearing or seeing what they called the "Warminster Thing".
Residential homes within the IGV's routes were incidentally effected by
droning sounds, roof tiles rattled and waved, pigeons that got in the way
dropped to the ground, unsuspecting witnesses panicked in fear and
sometimes it even gave chase to passing cars; particularly targeting british
police cars.
These so called “sighting” infact prompted many town hall meetings within
the small British town of Warminster and these gatherings were filled to
over capacity with frightened and alarmed town citizens,
who unbeknownst to them, actually witnessed test flights of the IGV.
This was the actual cause of the biggest and most enduring flap of
sightings in UK history; undoubtedly placed this small town on the map.

One of many town hall meetings of concerned citizens in fear of the
"Warminster Thing"; to correct this video clip the year was 1965 not 1945.
(courtesy of BlackCloud)
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Among the many creditable witnesses sighting the IGV were this two british
policeman in this video clip interviewed Oct, 1967.
The policemen sketches the IGV's outline accurately along with the vertical
columns of light above and below the axis of the disc of trapped and
compressed air due to the double toroidal field; photon emitting gas made
it appear as a bright cross in the night's sky.
(courtesy of BlackCloud)

A pictorial video of the IGV Development during the 1960s and 1970s.
These images was recorded by the BBC News and by the Newspapers. The
BBC ran a weekly piece on John Searl's work and progress for almost a
year. These Television broadcasts showed the IGV in flight and gave
updates on the work being done to build a large craft. There were articles
and pictures in the Sunday Mirror on November 28'th 1971, Derby shire
District and The Hants and Berks Gazette in 1969. There were pictures
taken by John Hocknell Press Photographer which accompanied press
write up by Phil Sanders on July 4'th 1969. There were many pictures and
write-ups done on John Searl during these times.

View the video: The Sounds of the Revolutions (Courtesy of Deborah Knights)
http://www.planetgong.co.uk/octave/cd/inversegravity.shtmloutube.com)

This video link shows some actual video footage of one IGV named
"Demo1" under construction by team members of the early 1970s.
> next

Copyright John Roy Robert Searl 2005. All rights reserved.
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Inverse Gravity Vehicle (IGV)
The Inverse Gravity Vehicle is a craft designed to take full advantage of the
SEG's unexpected propensity to lift and defy the force of gravity.
The IGV is structurally designed to support and integrate a very large and
powerful scaled up version of the SEG within a suitable flight controlled
frame in the form of a slender disc.
Initial prototypes simply sped up and got lost skyward regardless of
obstacles such as ceiling or roof structures, for this reason John called
them "fire crackers", but very expensive ones at that.
The incorporation of a dielectric layer gated or regulated the output and
with the development of the disc shape outer body, enabled him to control
it during flight with an innovative 64 flight cell switching relay system that
made it agile and maneuverable by the 1960s.

Inverse Gravity Vehicle (IGV)

Jim W. Good, an artist who caught sight of the levity disc called the Probe
Six in 1971 as he was drawing a church steeple and its landscape. He was
https://searlsolution.com/technology3.html
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amazed and could not believe his eyes as a flying craft cross the scene as
drawn. Note the flight cell details around the rim and the four none
retractable landing legs along with place and time does correspond to the
test flight of the IGV called the "P- 6".
From varies locations, these crafts were radio remote controlled by a small
network of ham radio operators given specific instructions. They also
utilized innovative communications techniques such as EME which
bounces signals of the moon. These test flights typically took place at night
at altitudes of about 2000ft emerging out of isolated fields.

The Rev. George Nicholson's 12 page booklet printed July 1975, gives
testimony and praise to the Searl technology. He was in fact privileged to
own a small SEG unit that delivered 200 watts at 240 volts.
(Pdf ref: The Epic Story of Free Energy)

However, these test flights did not go unnoticed, thousands of witnesses
reported hearing or seeing what they called the "Warminster Thing".
Residential homes within the IGV's routes were incidentally effected by
droning sounds, roof tiles rattled and waved, pigeons that got in the way
dropped to the ground, unsuspecting witnesses panicked in fear of it and it
even give chase to cars; targeting police cars in particular that happen to
be in the area.
https://searlsolution.com/technology3.html
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These so called “sighting” in fact prompted many town hall meetings within
the small British town of Warminster and these gatherings were filled to
over capacity with frightened and alarmed town citizens,
who unbeknownst to them, actually witnessed test flights of the IGV.
This was the actual cause of the biggest and most enduring flap of
sightings in UK history.

One of many town hall meetings of concerned citizens in fear of the
"Warminster Thing"; to correct this video clip the year was 1965 not 1945.
(courtesy of BlackCloud)

Among the many creditable witnesses sighting the IGV were this two british
policeman in this video clip interviewed Oct, 1967. The policemen sketches
the IGV's outline accurately along with the vertical columns of light above
and below the center of the IGV due to trapped and compressed air formed
by the external double toroidal fields making it appear as a bright cross in
the night's sky.
(courtesy of BlackCloud)

A pictorial video of the IGV Development during the 1960s and 1970s.
These images was recorded by the BBC News and by the Newspapers. The
BBC ran a weekly piece on John Searl's work and progress for almost a
https://searlsolution.com/technology3.html
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year. These Television broadcasts showed the IGV in flight and gave
updates on the work being done to build a large craft. There were articles
and pictures in the Sunday Mirror on November 28'th 1971, Derby shire
District and The Hants and Berks Gazette in 1969. There were pictures
taken by John Hocknell Press Photographer which accompanied press
write up by Phil Sanders on July 4'th 1969. There were many pictures and
write-ups done on John Searl during these times.

From left to right is Charles Husky, Sue Justice and tony Justice working on Demo1.
View the video: The Sounds of the Revolutions (Courtesy of Deborah Knights)

This video link shows some actual video footage of one IGV named
"Demo1" under construction by team members started from 1969 and
completed 1976; the last model to be test flown.
This is a shape ideally suited for the emissions of the high-speed electrical
charges from the rim’s edge to the atmosphere and back to the relatively
positively charged central dome.
High levels electron charge accumulations envelops it in a cold vacuum
and surrounds it with a hazy colored glow of charged plasma.
These charged gases emit photon light due to the high-speed electron
emissions that interacts and releases a great many more free electrons out
of the atmosphere due to the the air's cascading effects.
In this manner, electrons in great abundance are recycled through the IGV
which effectively provides the means to absorb external energy from the
surrounding environment as an open system of energy conversion.
The external random charges are attracted and collected by the central
surface areas of the craft. These charges are connected to the input of the
large diameter SEG located inside and near the rim of the craft. Therein,
electrons are compressed or condensed into tunneling pairs that
increasingly accelerate through the three stages of the six layered high
performance SEG. Then finally, these boson type charges are emitted at
near light speeds out of the frame's peripheral edges or points as a uniform
state of energy emissions into the air.
Past a certain point, the apparatus achieves material superconductivity at
temperatures near absolute zero. This incidentally creates a powerful
gravitomagnetic or inverse gravitational force and concurrently an
inversion of inertia; it appears these two forces are interrelated like two
sides of a coin, thus overturning one force effects or inverses the other.
These profound effects manifest when the SEG is electrically overloaded to
the atmosphere, driving it into a super conductive state that enables an
immense increase in its capacity to convert external sources of ambient
energy into coherent forces of extremely high levels of electrical power.
The IGV technology shatters the common presumption that gravity and
inertia are immutable; instead, it tends to confirm super symmetric (SUSY)
theories of mass and space.
This is the basis of the levity discs that John Searl built and demonstrated
successfully during the 1960s and 1970s.
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Note, this artist's structural rending's of the IGV is accurate except for the
raised dome with portal windows, that is never employed in John searl's
design nor is it recommended.
An audio visional pictorial video illustrating the structure of the IGV.
(Courtesy of Sa1Productions).

Inverse Gravity Vehicle technical drafts (now declassified!)

https://searlsolution.com/technology3.html
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S.W.A.L.L.O.W. Command updates declassified and released these
structural drafts of past records, revealing for the first time some technical
details of the IGV.
Referenced from the Investing webpage - Swallow Command updates - Eq.part3

The IGV technology does in fact encompass today's body of knowledge,
expands upon it with new innovative designs that results in clean energy
and transportation systems. We must prepare to take such risks into the
future to gain such rewards and thus free our selves from the confines of
earth's atmosphere.
Click here or image to view the 25MB inspirational animated video.
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IGV Technology will enable interplanetary exploration and beyond our solar
system without the fuel dangers and limitations of rocketry.
This rendering of a commercial space venture depicts a trip to Mars in less
than two months.
Note: For the commercialization and development of the Inverse Gravity Vehicle
technology, the SEG Magnetics, Inc. a Nevada Corporation, is open to contracts
and license agreements with any major aerospace firm such as those listed
below:
1. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
2. The Boeing Company
3. Lockheed Martin Corporation
4. Northrop Grumman Corporation
5. General Dynamics Space
Contact the site administrator at admin@segmagnetics.com for more information.
Copyright © John Roy Robert Searl 2015. All rights reserved.
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Prof. John Searl's Updates
The following is a chronicle of Prof. John Searl's progress.
The Searl Effect

25Dec2014

Searl Effect Generator (SEG)
Law of the Squares
Technical Documents
SEG Progress Update
Prof. John Searl's Update
Inverse Gravity Vehicle (IGV)

I wish you a Merry Christmas and may
2015 be a year of good health, joy and
happiness for you and your family.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Spreckels Organ Pavilion
The Spreckels Organ, one of the world's largest outdoor pipe organs, to the City of San Diego in
1914 for the Panama-California Exposition. This unique organ contains 4,530 pipes ranging in
length from the size of a pencil to 32 feet and is housed in an ornate vaulted structure with highly
embellished gables. Dr. Carol Williams has been the San Diego Civic Organist and
Artistic Director of the Spreckels Organ Society in San Diego. On May 2, 2014 played music in
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honor of Prof. Searl on his birthday with a live audience.

Searl Team celebrates Prof. Searl Birthday on May 2nd with Carol Williams at the Organ
Pavilion.
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology7.html
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04May2011

Prof. John Searl is honoured to switch-on the 3Klb magnetizer for the first
time with all systems operational. The results read (with very modest
settings) was over 5000 gauss of flux strength at its core and marks the
start of the Magnetization phase of Searl Magnetics research program.
18Feb2011
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The staff of Universal Studios gives Searl and Morris a private tour of the
facilities with the prospect of a major motion picture based on Brad
Lockerman's documentary -The John Searl Story.
13Jan2011

Prof. Searl making his first inspection of the SEG Laboratory and marks
another great step forward towards the redevelopment of the SEG.
13Jan2011
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The year 2011 starting off to be our best ever with investment interests at
its highest level ever with Searl Magnetics, Inc. based in Southern
California.
Date: 26 Dec..2010

Joanne Summerscales
British Alternative Energy Inventor professor John Searl

∞ ‘the Man who can Save the Planet’ ∞
The Letter to Prince Charles from Joanne - click here to view it

∞ ‘HARMONY - Article re SEG’ ∞
HARMONY 'a call to revolution'

Date: 29 July - 01 Aug. 2010
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The Searl Team opens the 2010 Extraordinary Technology Conference with
a full audience. Covering the topics of the past, present and future of the
Searl Technology and showcasing hardware demonstration units.
John Searl's American tour & the TeslaTech Conference - video by BKL films.
Click here for Prof. Searl's Report on Tesla Tech Conference.

John Searl tours the USA media
April 14, 2010 | by Jeane Manning
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John Searl, the magnetic generator pioneer inventor from England, was on
Coast To Coast radio show last night. It was a pleasure to hear him again
and sounding strong and upbeat. I’d met him at New Energy conferences;
first in 1989 in Switzerland and secondly in Colorado around 1994 or so. His
life story — of overcoming obstacles beyond the imagination of most
people — and his endearing sincerity and acceptance are unforgettable.
And the technology that he’s been inspired (by dreams early in his life) to
build seems like science fiction but it’s not. Newspaper reports document
his flying discs.
Bradley Lockerman, the filmmaker who filmed The John Searl Story was on
the radio with John last night. I recommend getting the DVD or watching
The John Searl Story online, for starters. Then I hope more people will act
in the spirit of the industrialist who phoned in to the Coast To Coast Show
and offered to supply magnets to Searl’s magnetic generator project.
Date: 01 December 2009
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This meeting between Chief Engineer Morris and Prof. Searl in the UK
marks a strategic agreement to research and develop the SEG by way of
Searl Magnetics, Ltd; currently in negotiations with several angel investors.
Date: 11 March 2009

Prof. Searl on Wednesday March 11th 2009, has appointed Mr. Francois
Blanchet to head the French-speaking communities operations.
His primary duties are translations, negotiations and business
representation for both Canada and France.
Date: 09 August 2008
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Supreme Master Ching Hai

Prof. John R.R. Searl

Two people who see the world in the same light
Two people who think a like about the world problems.
Two people who speak the same song to the world.
Two people who are not afraid to tell the government about their solutions
to such problems.
Date: 17 June 2008

Notice: I shall be giving a 10 hour lecture and we have agreed to have
Thailand host it because we can give a greater demonstration of our
research work, since I have a large workforce there. The place expected will
be their biggest conference center for manufactures of equipment etc. Soon
I shall announce the place where it will be held and the TV network and
media will be present. Once fully agreed upon, we shall spend 6 months
developing the showcase for it. This will be just a one of and not likely to be
repeated due to the shear cost involved. This advanced notice will give
people time to save for this one event for the public, after this it will be for
government and space officials shows and not the public. We will post
further notices as arrangements are made. For any company interested
showing their products at this lecture, please send us email
(info@searlsolution.com) as to what your company has to offer, such as
machinery and equipment that could play a major part within this
technology.
Yours in the work to create a better world for all mankind regardless. Prof.
Searl.
Searl's letter of invitation for the 2008 lecture

Date: 28 July 2007

Dear Professor,
I just want to say that I have a great deal of respect for you and your efforts
to make it a better world! I'm 15 years old myself, Studying, also going to
do science when I'm going to university.
I'm trying to think of a way to get your ideas to our minister of (probably,
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology7.html
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might be another minister) Educations, Culture and Sciences. Maybe the
Dutch government will invest in your research. I'm quite sure there will at
least be some interest, because our government is continuously trying to
find better ways to protect the environment and to become less
hydrocarbon-dependant (for example Solar panels and Wind-Mills).
It angers me when I think about the fact that - when you are working so
hard and pouring so much of your time and efforts in your research, There
aren't any countries seriously investing in your project! This could bring an
end to the approaching oil crisis before it even has started. I would like to
stay in contact if you wouldn't mind (I completely understand if you do not
have enough time)
Thank you Tim for your kind and concerned email, no doubt you will be
hearing from him. You can be assured that Prof Searl will do all he can to
bring about a better world for you and for the sake of generations to come.
Date:23July2007

Photo 1. Luci from NYC

Photo 2. Gessia

Photo 3 Mirco from Italy.

Here Prof. Searl is invited by Mirco to inspect their factory in Italy for the
purpose of manufacturing the S.E.G. layers and he was handed the
following document;

MISSIONE DI RICERCATORE LIBERO
23 Luglio 2007
CON IL PREZIOSO AIUTO DEL PROF. JOHN ROY ROBERT SEARL REALIZZARE IN ITALIA
IL S.E.G.
PER
CREARE UN SISTEMA ENERGETICO A BASSISSIMO COSTO LIBERO E NON
INQUINANTE
PER
LA SOPRAVIVENZA DELLA SPECIE UMANA

Ing. Mirco Gregori. (signed)
Gessia translates it to;
With the precious help of Prof. John Roy Robert Searl realizing in Italy the
S.E.G. to create a system of energy at a very low cost free and nonpolluting for the continuation of the human race.
Prof. Searl has announced that Italy is now joining this R&D program as of
this date.
Date: 25 June 2007
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Prof. John Searl has accepted the invitation to Thailand and an agreement
has been reached. Thailand will become the first international country to
start the development and manufacturing of the Searl Effect Technology.
The acquisition of production equipment has already started in Thailand.
Date: Monday 15 June 2007
Professor John R. R. Searl is honored to receive for the second year in a
row, the 2007 Loris Hemlof Prize for Best Free Energy Technology along
with a contribution of £500 pounds sterling.
This award was considered among over 100+ energy technologies listed by
Loris Erik Kent Hemlof home page at: http://www.users.on.net/~lekh/
Date: Mon, 11June 2007

From Israel and Malta, Prof. Searl's guests are Engineers in the field of
rocket and solar energy systems. They have taken the first steps towards
producing the SEG from their respective countries.
Date: Mon, 11June 2007
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Our two business guests here are from Germany. One is well up on physics
is amazed by the complicated functions of the SEG and he was able to
explain many of them.
Date: Sat, 02 June 2007

We welcome Denny, our newest team member from California visiting Prof
Searl.
He also recently assisted with the purchase of a sensitive analytical scale
for the
development of the SEG prototype.
Date: Wed, 30 May 2007 01:05:15 -0700 (PDT)
Dear Professor,
I have to thank you since it was my great pleasure meeting you.
Not only you are an amazing scientist but you are also a kind hearted and
noble man. And I will be happy to do all I can to support your adventure and
be part of your team. When you have the chance could you please send me
the pictures you took with me in front of the SEG?
Thank you again!
Take good care
Luca
Date: Tue, 29 May 2007 15:19:12 -0700 (PDT)
Dear John here is my testimony after witnessing the SEG prototype
Feel free to use it as you prefer
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology7.html
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My name is Gianluca D'Aniello,
I am a manager in a major international consulting firm. I have a degree in
Industrial Engineering from Politecnico di Milano and therefore a fair
education in physics. and electro-dynamics.
I had the chance to meet professor Searl at his house on May 28th 2007 and
see the SEG prototype. I observed the device operating, examined each
component thoroughly and I can confirm that the device is compliant to
Prof Searl's description and it operates according to the published
specifications.
I am available to provide any clarification of my experience. Feel free to
write me.
Yours faithfully
Luca
Gianluca D'Aniello
May 28, 2007
Notice: Prof. John Searl will be applying for the Virgin Earth Challenge.
The Virgin Earth Challenge is a competition offering a $25 million prize for
the first person or organization to come up with a way of scrubbing
greenhouse gases out of the atmosphere in the battle to beat global
warming. http://www.virginearth.com/
Update note: 20June 2007, after receiving and reviewing the application,
Prof. Searl has found the business terms and conditions therein
unacceptable with our long term plans. Sir Richard Branson and company
are welcomed to contact Prof. John Searl for mutually agreeable terms.
Tue, 2 May 2007, To: John Searl,
Thought of sending you an e-card...
but would rather express myself this way...
You have been a great influence in my life... I recall the day we met in
Colorado... The most striking thing was the look in your eyes...
I will always remember that day...
and the twinkle of knowledge and youth in those eyes...
You are a gifted man... born to the purple... extended greatness and
recognition are yours... and my privilege to know you.
I wanted to be there for your Birthday... and enjoy dinner with you... as
we have done before. I know that you will enjoy the day... and that there are
many more to follow.
- HAPPY BIRTHDAY--- Bradley
Thank you Brad for your kind email and years of commitment to this effort
April 24, 2007,
Prof. Searl and his backer met with a solicitor and with patent officials.
One of them a scientist whose task was to certify if the invention can
be marketed. The meeting concluded with a positive confirmation from the
officials that this invention can be so marketed.
April 18, 2007, Dr Terry Moore's channel posts a video of Prof. John Searl
in the first of a series of clips on the subject of the SEG development of the
past and present with the SEG Mockup demonstrated.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-O7WNvKSvY
March 28, 2007
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Prof. John Searl's picture, revealing his recovery from the 2003 burglary of
most of his equipment.

Copyright © The SEG Solution 2016. All rights reserved. .
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>>> This page is currently undergoing construction<<<

SISRC
Searl Magnetics, Inc.
Searl Technology, Ltd.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE
RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

Swallow Command
Searl International Hub
S.I.S.R.C.
-SISRC Records
-SISRC Mail
-Warning!

DOC-SISRC-U-1
DATE: 18th August 2009.
EDITION: One
ISSUE: one.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
This is my original company which today acts as the umbrella for the whole organization.

NOTICE:
The company website of the same name is not related to me and was order to
cease using my copyright terms, which they clearly ignore.
Searl International Space Research Consortium (S.I.S.R.C.) being my company shall
generate the following sections to train to professional standards in function of such
fields of technology required to undertake the contracts assigned to them.
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LTD:
Now functioning with its own investment banking system in place.
https://searlsolution.com/investing5.html
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SEARL MAGNETICS LTD:
Now functioning with its own investment banking system in place.
SWALLOW COMMAND:
Contains specialize sections with trained personnel being responsible for its
everyday function; such as:
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNIT:
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION UNIT:
SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO/VISION UNIT:
Each unit contains sub-divisions that are professional on the subject, to research and
develop not only its functions but also the technology it will implement.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
SEARL INTERNATIONAL MARKETING HUB (SIMH):
All unit headquarters will be in house within this section for international control of
all units worldwide as set up to take orders and to check all orders being dispatched
to customers that they have been fully tested and passed inspection.
In addition, responsible to look into any complaints involved with any product being
sold to customers.
It is responsible to raise funds for research and development of new products, and to
represent the whole organization in government discussions upon urgent matters to
which we as an international organization might be able to assist.
This is indeed a massive undertaking to achieve, our objective have commenced that
process and intend to continue right to the marketplace, with or without you.
INVESTORS:
NOTE:
Because we shall be an international organization, problems being different
countries governments employ different rules. This you can appreciate that
somehow I have to compromise how each country will receive an equal share of
the profits. That is a major concern, which has been heavily debated over many
months. I have stated what should be done and my investors have accepted that as
being fair.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL MARKETING HUB (SIMH):
Shall be responsible for the operation of various sub-companies who shall apply to
requests for tenders for products require to be manufactured in various countries.
DIRECT INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE CONSORTIUM INC. (D.I.S.C.)
N.Y. U.S.A.
This section is already in operation to cover North America,
SEARL TECHNOLOGY LTD (ST):
Responsibility covers design and development of products such as:
1. Home power generators.
2. Industrial power units.
3. Road Transport power systems.
4. Rail Transportation power systems.
5. Spacecraft design and construction.
SEARL MAGNETIC Ltd (SM):
https://searlsolution.com/investing5.html
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Responsibilities are research and develop magnetizers for various projects being
undertaken by Searl Technology Ltd. To carry out all magnetic work, which is
required for all products being undertaken by Searl Technology Ltd.
This is already in operation in the design and research including its construction.
At this date quoted above Searl Technology Ltd, Searl Magnetic Ltd plus Direct
International Research Consortium Inc are operational.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
SWALLOW COMMAND UNITS ARE:
SWLLOW COMMAND AVIATION:
Responsibly for the testing of Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles and mission operations from
design structure to operations including spaceports and Cosmodromes design and
functions, maintenance there off.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
Are responsible for operational instructions to mission crews.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS:
NOTE:
All medical care units on Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles are termed herein as SICK
BAYS; this will also refer to ground base units instead of the term hospital.
https://searlsolution.com/investing5.html
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It is responsible to see that all available knowledge upon the Homo sapiens are fully
understood by all nursing staff employed either on base stations or missions flights.
What must be fully understood for missions shall be released in this Unit section, so
all can see that every possible understanding and solutions to deal with any such
problem solutions have been covered.
We invite all medical personnel who can write up reports upon any subject, which
they feel important to the whole operation function of missions success as long as
you date it and signed it as your work, as we have no intention to take credit for work
undertaken by others.
Yes, nudity will be involved within these documents of instructions, because being on
missions in space for years anything can go wrong with you and your life depends
upon your flight team to understand the problem and how to treat it which is vital.
SWALLOW COMMAND COMMUNICATION UNITS (SCCU):

Such design centers for communication is vital to assess and implemented if a civil
operated space business is intended.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
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SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
(S.I.S.R.C.)
What has been presented within this documents are the requirements of the full
working company, stating which parts thereof has become operational at this stage
and how the organization is being planned and implemented in stages as funds
become available.
As a young man, I was greatly fascinated by American dream of the flying wing as
so many of that time were.
We can recreate that dream with the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.), agree that the
cost between 1968 and now has increased immensely; and therefore I can well
appreciate the difficulties of many to understand that this cost is the reality of greed
of man.
Yes, I am studying the possibility of restarting such a program: the costing of such a
project is under study to evaluate at this time, as to regards of the spacecraft itself.
https://searlsolution.com/investing5.html
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All things are possible except that the state of your mind makes it impossible in our
case funding is the big bug not the technology that slows down the progress.
With the funds, workshops, equipment, tools and the top engineers only the brains
are needed to be added for the impossible to become possible in the domain of
reality.
SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO-VISION UNITS (SCAV):

Such vehicles needed to cover outside filming work on planet Earth, such film
records would be on sale to the world media newsreels and press.
At this stage, I have re-brought the cameras, which were stolen from me, and lighting
equipment, which that robbery set me back many thousands of Pounds in cash and
time, there are nevertheless at the lower end of the studio gear.
By showing, what we have and what is required is vital, for not only investor’s sake
but also our plan unit’s sake that such products have been evaluated and accepted as
most suitable for the research and development now in hand.
We are tomorrow’s future technology developers and today that technology must be
design and developed.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
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The audio vision unit is a vital tool for outside development work, to record workers
construction, and flight-testing and training of each crew member from which press
releases can be auction to the highest bidder.
SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO VISION UNIT will contain its own press release
personnel, the old days of 1968 have gone for good where the media wrote what
every they felt would sale the paper.
Today, it is all about selling tomorrow’s technology to the world.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)

SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO VISION UNIT in which in 2003 a group of five
men robbed me of all cameras and lighting equipment, which today I have re-brought
such equipment again from my own pocket as usual.
What is shown here is the planning of extension to my equipment that is available for
filmmaking and still photographic work and studio lighting.
Other team members also have purchased camera equipment, so for time being
reasonable films can be produce upon the work proceeding in the research and
development program for release.
https://searlsolution.com/investing5.html
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SEARL 2009 INVESTMENT CHART IN SEARL TECHNOLOGY:
02.04.2009
79.00
Maintenance Division – Makita planer 240V
03.04.2009
34.26
AV Division – Recording tapes and office goods
09.04.2009
123.31
Maintenance Division – tools and components
18.05.2009
214.13
Maintenance Division – tools and Components.
03.08.2009
154.63
AV Division – BluRay gear
5.21
AV Division - 40 AA batteries
13.08.2009
526.02
Medical Division Microscope
20.08.2009
1,103.71
AV Division – Switch gear

SEARL INVESTMENT 2009.

These units replace the GPO relays used in the old SWALLOW COMMAND
CENTRE
and I-G-Vs. I have been testing this type for five years without one malfunction in
that test time period.
This Document release with the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl R&D.
SISRC pdf copy

Copyright © The SEG Solution 2016. All rights reserved.
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SEG technology

"When a distinguished but elderly scientist states that
something is possible, he is almost certainly right.
When he states that something is impossible,
he is very probably wrong."
Arthur C. Clarke (1917 - 2008), Clarke's first law

Searl Effect Generator (SEG)
The Searl Effect
Searl Effect Generator (SEG)
Inverse Gravity Vehicle (IGV)
Law of the Squares
Technical Documents
SEG Progress Updates
John Searl's Updates

This slow motion animation depicts the SEG fully assembled & operating.
The Searl Effect Generator (SEG) functions along the principles of a linear
induction motor (LIM), but designed around a circular track for continuous
motion of movable rotors. It is a magnetic prime mover of electromagnetic
multi-phased cylindrical rollers over fixed stator rings and free of any
mechanical wear or friction.
The SEG’s stators and rollers are magnetic components uniquely
magnetized or imprinted with matching magnetic pole patterns.
While the neodymium layer serves as a source or reservoir of electron
charges that are drawn out by electromagnetic induction that form redial
currents and it provides the rollers with the magneto-motive forces for
rapid motion at right angles to both the electric and magnetic fields.
This configuration of rollers in motion cuts through the magnetic flux with a
unique cycloid pattern of motion that is superimposed over an orbit around
the circumference of the stator. In this manner, each roller can also induce
eddy currents of mutual induction between the copper surfaces to form a
frictionless ‘magnetic bearing’ as it generates radial electrical potentials.
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology2_000.html
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Frictionless operation enables the SEG to operate without physical wear
and thus enabling it to operate with a service expectancy of a lifetime.

Technical Definition of a Surface Operating SEG

A Plate cross-sectional view showing the four material component layers
The generator consists of three stator rings (called Plates) that are
composed of four distinctively different materials concentrically layered to
each other and fixed to a base. Surrounding each of the Plates is rotors
(called rollers) constructed with the same materials but are free to rotate
around the Plates. The inner most Plate typically has 12 rollers, 22 on the
second stage and 32 on the final Plate. Surrounding the outer most rollers
are conventional electromagnets, which by way of magnetic induction taps
energy out of the rapid passing of magnetized rollers. These inductive
pickup coils are connected in various configurations to supply AC power at
a variety of desired voltage and current levels to suit residential or
industrial applications.

View the animation of the SEG three stage assembling.
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology2_000.html
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The SEG is defined as a device constructed of 2,124 component parts that
make up 3 plates and 66 roller sets. 12 of the 2,124 components make the 3
plates that act as reaction components. 2,112 components are employed to
create 66 roller sets that also act as active components. Each roller set
consists of 8 segments constructed from 32 components.
Each segment cannot be less than 34 grams in weight, as the law of the
squares defines that value as the lowest value suitable for the reasonable
generation of electricity. Therefore the smallest roller set must weigh 272
grams, making a grand total of 2,244 grams per roller set for the smallest
surface bound SEG.
The SEG is a step up rotary transformer. In fact it’s a 'three rotary
transformers' operational system, within the whole unit. The inner
transformer output is fed in to the input of the second plate which
increases the output of the second unit, which output feeds as an input to
the final unit, thereby increasing its final output to a very high voltage. The
output windings can be designed to step down the output to a standard 240
volts at the rate of about 15 Kilowatts for a home unit.
From 1946 up to 1968 the Searl Effect was referred to as magnetic bubbles
in motion as it was explained in John's early newsletters. In 1968, it became
clear that these magnetic bubbles contained particles in a set manner and
that there was a set pattern to how many bubbles were present in the
material. Because of this finding, Searl dropped the term ‘magnetic
bubbles’ and replace it with the term ‘magnetic quantum material’ and
released these details in a newsletter which has since been reproduced in
one of Searl’s books a few years ago. A laboratory examination also agrees
that somehow the material changes its state when produced in this manner.
When the rollers are brought into close proximity to the SEG plate,
the Searl Effect resonant magnetic field causes electrons to be drawn
into and accelerated through the machine. This process is assisted by
the highly electron-attracting or capturing effect of the neodymium layer.
The unique mechanical and material arrangement of the SEG pulses the
neodymium to continually release and replace the surplus electrons that
provides both mechanical and electrical power.

View here a video demonstration of the unit (Courtesy of the Searl team).
The SEG mockup is a recent development towards a working prototype
which demonstrates many of the core principles of the SEG in motion.
> next
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology2_000.html
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>>> This page is currently undergoing construction<<<

Searl International Hub
Investing
Searl Magnetics, Inc.
Searl Technology, Ltd.
Swallow Command

SEARL INTERNATIONAL HUB
DOC-SISRC-SIH-P1
DATE: 17th August 2009
EDITION: One
ISSUE: One

Searl International Hub
S.I.S.R.C.

SCOTLAND, UNITED KINGDOM.
Planned implmentation of a large multinational company.
1. Administration
Orientation of the Markets
Orientation of R&D
Constitution of the Company: definition of duties and interrelationships, and their management (“organisation”)
2. legal
Lawyers and secretaries
Creation of contracts
Internal relations contracts
Intra-department Contracts for the role of each employee
Contracts for inter department relationships
Contracts relations, HQ-Filial
Per territory
Per domain of affair
External relations contracts
With Manufactures
https://searlsolution.com/investing4.html
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With sub-contractor
3. Human Resources
Recruitment & Selection
Training and Development (People & Organization)
Performance Evaluation and Management
Promotions
Redundancy
Industrial and Employee Relations
Record keeping of all personal data
Compensation, pensions, bonuses etc in liaison with Payroll
Confidential advice to internal 'customers' in relation to problems
at work
Career development
Social club
4. Accounting
Book keeping
Accounting
Commissaire aux comptes

SEARL INTERNATIONAL HUB.

https://searlsolution.com/investing4.html

5.

Security
Corporate building
Campus
R&D centre
Public events and shows
Bodyguard
Camera Vigil

6.

Technology
Product Development and R&D
Strategic planning
Supply Chain
Quality and Benchmarking
Medical Affair
Knowledge Management
Librarian
Manufacturing
Engineering training and management

7.

Marketing
Advertising
Sales
1.
Word to mouth
2.
E-commerce
Managed Care
Managed Market
Market Research
Business and competitive Intelligence

8

Communications
Historian, journalist
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Translations
Telecommunications
Corporate Communications
Public relations
Programs events, conventions management
Public affairs
Medical communications
Brand and Product management
Pricing, forecasting
Strategy development
Thought Leader management
Lessons
Class
University
9

Fundraising
Searl’s Foundation
Fan club
Committed people pledge
Business Angels.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL HUB.
DOC.SISRC-SIH-P1.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL HUB is under development and some of the planning
is presented here as an indication of our intensions.

https://searlsolution.com/investing4.html
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An international complex such as being planned here in reference to energy, transport
and space on a commercial base is a major task; it is without doubt, a League of
Nations to work together to solve our energy and transport problems that has never
been attempted before.
Yes, it is easy to say IMPOSSIBLE when you fail to realize everything you own and
take for granted was impossible generations ago; the IMPOSSIBLE can become
possible with the right leadership in charge.
I trust that I shall prove to be that right leader in this attempt to undertake the
impossible and make it possible – only time knows if I shall achieve success or not.
Regardless which way it goes we have all learnt something positive from this effort,
which in turn make it more easy for the next leader to succeed.
It is not the question whether we win or lose, but what we learn as we go we put to
good use for the benefit of this planet and you. To that aim I am determine to make
that attempt to succeed regardless of all that hate campaign on YouTube by you know
who.
This is a rough layout of what this
international company has to study and
defined precisely the best operational
functions for its market objectives.
This massive task has commenced and the
web will be setting up the Business section,
which shall contain the various company
sections, and the documents relating to the
list of sections.
By clicking on the button of any part of
the company, you will produce buttons
listing what documents are available.
This document released by authority of:

Searl Hub pdf copy

Copyright © The SEG Solution 2016. All rights reserved.
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SEARL MAGNETICS, INC.
DOC-SISRC-SM-IT-1.
DATE: 19th August 2009.
EDITION: One.
ISSUE: One.

Searl Technology.
Swallow Command
Searl International Hub
S.I.S.R.C.

United States of America
LOCATION
DIVISION
SUBJECT
CHAIRMAN
STATUS

: California, Nevada, USA
: Magnetics
: Appointment of Chief Engineer.
: Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
: R&D Human Studies.

I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, hereby confirm that the
following named person have been appointed as the Chief
Engineer of the Searl Magnetics, Inc. and all subdivisions.
Duties:
Research metals for use in magnetic projects undertaken by
Searl Technology Research and develop the magnetic wave
technology systems.
https://searlsolution.com/investing2.html
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Holding meetings and demonstrations with representatives
of companies who are interested to invest in such research
and development; In addition, to search for related materials,
which appear more suitable for employment with our
magnetic wave technology; and to write up reports upon the
results of such tests.
It is a new approach in the magnetic domain, which needs to
be research and studied on how best to employ this new
window in science and technology.
Within the last few years, SEG magnetics research and
development started out in California, then was scaled up in
Thailand but due to lack of funding, the final stage of the SEG
program will be completed in the USA instead.

SEARL MAGNETICS, INC.

The future depends on research and development of
technology that creates a cleaner environment to that which
we are experiencing today; we shall leave not one stone
unturned in our drive to find solution that meets our needs of
today and the future.
Progress is slow in Thailand due to the lack of funding, but
when we look at the massive task involved and evaluate what
have been achieved with what funds that have been available
it is indeed a great achievement.
What people do not appreciate is that the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G.) as it first was created could not be applied
to a mass production technology; and therefore Searl had to
come up with a different approach that is possible to mass
produce, and results to date looks good that it will be
achieved.
https://searlsolution.com/investing2.html
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Thanks to Fernando Morris who not knowing what he had
landed himself in went boldly forward where no sane man
would go, into the unknown and his SEG research
discovered interesting results, which proved that Searl is
sane and learned the hard way that it is the World of greed
and obsessive control freak personalities that has slowed or
blocked the SEG's realization to this day.
SEARL MAGNETICS, INC.

So all you who want to make your own S.E.G. at home, good
luck, you only need around $3 million in your bank account
to meet the cost of making it and better have 3-phase power
available, which does save blacking out the district each time
you go to magnetize a segment layer.

https://searlsolution.com/investing2.html
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Of course back in 1946, I could not afford my own
magnetizer, but my employer had one and it was a fraction of
today’s cost. It was a massive magnetizer with its own power
station used to magnetize large blocks; modified for my work
when it was no longer in use by the company. Any intelligent
person on this subject matter would have figured out that I
would had access to a magnetizer with my employer (British
Rewind Electrical Repairs, Ltd.) as I worked there as an
apprentice engineer.
So you have only 544 segment layers to magnetize and only
3 large plates layers to magnetize, guess that will keep you
very busy for some time. That is assuming that you have $3
million in the bank, if not guess you will never live long
enough to make it on financial grounds; that folks is the
world of reality.
Of course, I forgot you could see if you can beat the
Russians by using their concept of construction, which
would be interesting for the world to know and see your
finish unit working. We too would love to see the same
results, as motion by magnetism only; is of vast interest to
me including many others.
Searl Magnetics demonstrates its research and development
findings for all to see. In addition, many have called at our lab
to witness such demonstrations on open days. Sometime in
the future open days will be based on charge bookings, as
such days cost us money with the cost rising yearly means a
set limit of funds are available for the project involved, which
can no longer carry shows to the public free of charge.

SEARL MAGNETICS, INC.
https://searlsolution.com/investing2.html
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Fernando Morris Chief Engineer of Searl Magnetics, Inc. (SMI).

SEARL MAGNETICS, INC. has been born from a small acorn,
it will gown and mature over time, no one can predict what it
will uncover in the future; that will take man to outer space
on his journey through space and time to obtain the truth of
reality of our universe.
Nor can we predict at this time what the company will
discover that will give us all a better life health wise in the
near future.
We think we know everything, I know different for what we
know is only one grain of sand in value and the rest is all
assumptions.
We must change assumption to reality then we shall be wiser
how we treat our home Planet Earth, for at this time we
appear to have little or no respect for Planet Earth, which
makes this company concern about the future of this planet.

https://searlsolution.com/investing2.html
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This company represents you and your children future;
regardless of any disrespect which you have for it.
This staff are giving their time and risks highly to create a
better world which you have yet to experience, one which
has no pollution in the atmosphere, thus the air will be
cleaner, more oxygen for all to breath, cheaper transport and
safe standards not yet available, burning no fuel as we know
today, thus creating no pollution to hurt Planet Earth.
The reduction of harmful bacteria and virus are just one
issue of the advantage of such technology. The animal
kingdom also benefit from such changes and they too enjoy
a better standard of life.

SEARL MAGNETICS INC. (SMI)

Yes, indeed Searl Magnetics, Inc. has carried various test
which have only proved what I have been telling you since
1963, which gives us a green light that our target will be
achieved when funds needed are in hand.
This section of the company will keep you up to date as news
become available.

https://searlsolution.com/investing2.html
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This Document released by the authority of:
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Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R&D.

Searl Magnetics PDF copy

Copyright © The SEG Solution 2016. All rights reserved.
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"Searl Writes" - Volume Updates.
The Searl Effect

Prof. John Searl's listed series of online books.

Searl Effect Generator (SEG)
Inverse Gravity Vehicle (IGV)
Law of the Squares
Technical Documents
SEG Progress Update
Prof. John Searl's Update

Volume Updates for 2015
DOC-M1-1-Mathamitics-Volume1: 001-206
DOC-M1-1-Mathamitics-Volume2: 207-409
DOC-M1-1-Mathamitics-Volume3: 410-507
DOC-M1-1-Mathamitics-Volume4: 508-705
DOC-M1-1-Mathamitics-Volume5: 706-734
______________________________________________________________________________
SEARL UPDATE PART 01

SEARL UPDATE PART 02

SEARL UPDATE PART 03

SEARL UPDATE PART 04

SEARL UPDATE PART 05

SEARL UPDATE PART 06A

SEARL UPDATE PART 06B

SEARL UPDATE PART 07

SEARL UPDATE PART 08

SEARL UPDATE PART 09A
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SEARL UPDATE PART 09B

SEARL UPDATE PART 09C

SEARL UPDATE PART 10

SEARL UPDATE PART 11

SE ARL UPDATE PART 12

SEARL UPDATE PART 13

SEARL UPDATE PART 14A

SEARL UPDATE PART 14B

SEARL UPDATE PART 15A

SEARL UPDATE PART 15B

SEARL UPDATE PART 16A

SEARL UPDATE PART 16B

SEARL UPDATE PART 16C

SEARL UPDATE PART 16D

SEARL UPDATE PART 16E

SEARL UPDATE PART 16F

SEARL UPDATE PART 16G

SEARL UPDATE PART 16H

SEARL UPDATE PART 16I

SEARL UPDATE PART 16J

SEARL UPDATE PART 17A

SEARL UPDATE PART 17B

SEARL UPDATE PART 17C

SEARL UPDATE PART 17D

SEARL UPDATE PART 17E

SEARL UPDATE PART 17F

SEARL UPDATE PART 17G

SEARL UPDATE PART 17H

SEARL UPDATE PART 17I

SEARL UPDATE PART 17J

SEARL UPDATE PART 18

SEARL UPDATE PART 18B

SEARL UPDATE PART 18C

SEARL UPDATE PART 18D

SEARL UPDATE PART 18E

SEARL UPDATE PART 18F

SEARL UPDATE PART 18G
Searl Chapter1 - DC electronics
Searl Chapter2 - DC electronics

Searl Organizational Structure
Searl Magnetics Limited updates
Searl Technology Limited updates
SWALLOW Command updates
Searl International Hub updates
Searl International Space Research Consortium updates
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Prof. John Searl writes for those who live in the world of REALITY,
documenting facts and evidence of how he undertook his life’s work,
his perceptions of life’s problems and their solutions are also detailed here
along with his personal experiences. It is all hereby documented with these
updating and educational series of online books.

Independent & Corroborative Scientific Journals
The Searl Effect Generator (SEG) is a composite of many innovations and effects,
all encompassed within an ingeniously simple physical design not coincidently
resembling the atom's structure of nuclei and orbits.
The SEG's electromagnetic effects and material interactions are indeed very
sophisticated processes; as it is becoming increasingly evident by the mounting
documentation.
The following Scientific Journals are just a few guiding references for physicists,
researchers and scientist in regard to Searl Effect Technology which does involve many
facets of science and physics.
We do welcome intellectual contributions and inquires that will assist in gaining a better
understanding of the science and discoveries associated with it.

Spin connection resonance in the Faraday disk generator
To summarize, Gravity is simply a CURVATURE in space, as Einstein proposed and that
Electromagnetism is the SPIN/TORSION in space. By all descriptions, SEG is a device
that is tapping Spin/Torsion, affecting Electromagnetism directly as Searl discovered;
that it adds curvature to its surrounding. The ECE theory is able to explain the SEG
device because the equations are already incorporating spin into all aspects of
physics…including Electromagnetism.
Myron W. Evans, Civil List Scientist and F. Amador and H. Eckardt,
Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies (AIAS) http://www.aias.us/
Download Pdf paper 107-aias site

Preliminary description of some physical phenomena
Here are explanations to the cause and function of some well-known physical
phenomena and the Searl Effect Generator.
Alternative Physics

https://searlsolution.com/members/technology5.html?fbclid=IwAR1fDMokoYt-tee77-VUiALKZFuwM92DrhXkzo42rrobDU2u_sr0HMVHGGA
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Unified Model of Bivacuum, Wave-Corpuscle Duality, Fields & Time
Unified Model (UM) represents the next stage of our efforts for unification of vacuum,
matter, fields and time from few ground postulates. Corresponding [Bivacuum - matter]
interaction can be the source of energy for self-acceleration of rotating magnets in
Searl effect.
Kaivarainen_unified pdf

Composite Fermions and Bosons
Read how it is possible to pair electrons to form bosons utilizing fields and boundary
layers - design factors inherent within the Searl Effect Generator.
An invitation to electron masquerade in Quantum Hall by Yasuhiro Iye.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.
Download

Properties of Magic Squares
Peter Loly and Ivars Perterson have investigated the "physical" properties of magic
squares—treating the numbers of each such square as physical quantities.
His theories about Magic Squares, demonstrates independently how such a
mathematical matrix can have physical and electromagnetic applications;
Prof. John Searl has long used them to construct the Searl Effect Generators.
The inertial properties of magic squares and magic cubes by Adam Rogers and Peter
Loly. Canadian Undergraduate Physics Journal.
Download

Magic Square Physics By Ivars Perterson
Download

About Strange Effects Related to Rotating Magnetic Systems
M. Pitk¨anen's technical journal on advanced theories about the relationship between
inertial and gravitational energy with references to the materials composition of the
Searl device.
M. Pitk¨anen, Dept. of Physics, University of Helsinki.
Download

Progress in the understanding of Rotating Magnetic Systems
The latest progress relates to the understanding of the role of material decomposition
of the Searl device (layered Nd-nylon-Fe-Ti structure).
M. Pitkanen home website

Empirical Equation Relating Electromagnetism and Gravity
in terms of Electromagnetic Waves, Fields and Particles
Gravitational effects have been observed that were associated with rotating magnetic
fields of superconductors. As it appears that the gravitational effects are affiliated with
the rotation of the superconductors.
North Carolina Central University, Durham, NC 27707
Willowstick Technologies LLC, Draper, UT 84020
Download
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Gravitomagnetic Detection
Read how Dr. Martin detects gravitational anomaly with an experiments that parallels
the many factors inherent in the SEG's design with like results involving spin dynamics,
magnetic fields, cooper pairs formations, superconductivity and acceleration factors.
Dr. Martin Tajmar and his research team at ARC Seibersdorf (Austria) measured and
documented gravitomagnetic effects using precision accelerometers at 20 orders of
magnitude larger than Einstein's Theory of Relativity would predict.
Download

Measurement of Gravitomagnetic and Acceleration Fields
Around Rotating Superconductors
Download

Russian SEG Experiment
The Russian Science Journal, where a variant of the SEG design confirmed the effects
associated with the classical description of the SEG.
Russian experimental research of the magnetic-gravity effects in a full size SEG test.
Download

Cooper Pairs' Can Be Found In Insulators As Well Superconductors
The SEG design consist of four material layers, one of which is a dielectric insulator,
electrical proprieties that can be altered under certain conditions as it is known with the
Searl device; it is a peculiar state utilized by SEG to regulate electrical flow.
Now, Science News reports researchers have confirmed Cooper pairs can exist in such
materials which runs counter intuitive to orthodox beliefs.
Researchers found that Cooper pairs are present in both superconductors and
insulators, they believe that they behave differently in each instance. In
superconductors, pairs link up with other pairs and move in a linear way to create a
continuous stream of electric current. Science Daily (Nov. 24, 2007)
Download

Copyright © The SEG Solution 2016. All rights reserved.
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Technical Documents
The Searl Effect

Prof. John Searl's listed series of online book parts.

Searl Effect Generator (SEG)
Inverse Gravity Vehicle (IGV)
Law of the Squares
Technical Documents
SEG Progress Update
Prof. John Searl's Update

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 01

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 02

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 03

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 04

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 05

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 06A

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 06B

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 07

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 08

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 09A

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 09B

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 09C

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 10

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 11

SE ARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 12

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 13

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 14A

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 14B

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 15A

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 15B

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16A

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16B

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16C

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16D

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16E

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16F

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16G

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16H
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SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16I

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 16J

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17A

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17B

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17C

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17D

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17E

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17F

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17G

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17H

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17I

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 17J

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 18

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 18B

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 18C

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 18D

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 18E

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 18F

SEARL TECHNOLOGY UPDATE PART 18G

Searl Organizational Structure
Searl Magnetics Limited updates
Searl Technology Limited updates
SWALLOW Command updates
Searl International Hub updates
Searl International Space Research Consortium updates

Prof. John Searl writes for those who live in the world of REALITY,
documenting facts and evidence of how he undertook his life’s work,
his perceptions of life’s problems and their solutions are also detailed here
along with his personal experiences. It is all hereby documented with these
updating and educational series of online books.

Independent & Corroborative Scientific Journals
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The Searl Effect Generator (SEG) is a composite of many innovations and effects,
all encompassed within an ingeniously simple physical design not coincidently
resembling the atom's structure of nuclei and orbits.
The SEG's electromagnetic effects and material interactions are indeed very
sophisticated processes; as it is becoming increasingly evident by the mounting
documentation.
The following Scientific Journals are just a few guiding references for physicists,
researchers and scientist in regard to Searl Effect Technology which does involve many
the facets of science and physics.
We do welcome intellectual contributions and inquires that will assist in gaining a better
understanding of the science and discoveries associated with it.

Spin connection resonance in the Faraday disk generator
To summarize, Gravity is simply a CURVATURE in space, as Einstein proposed and that
Electromagnetism is the SPIN/TORSION in space. By all descriptions, SEG is a device
that is tapping Spin/Torsion, affecting Electromagnetism directly as Searl discovered;
that it adds curvature to its surrounding. The ECE theory is able to explain the SEG
device because the equations are already incorporating spin into all aspects of
physics…including Electromagnetism.
Myron W. Evans, Civil List Scientist and F. Amador and H. Eckardt,
Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies (AIAS) http://www.aias.us/
Download Pdf paper 107-aias site

Preliminary description of some physical phenomena
Here are explanations to the cause and function of some well-known physical
phenomena and the Searl Effect Generator.
Alternative Physics

Unified Model of Bivacuum, Wave-Corpuscle Duality, Fields & Time
Unified Model (UM) represents the next stage of our efforts for unification of vacuum,
matter, fields and time from few ground postulates. Corresponding [Bivacuum - matter]
interaction can be the source of energy for self-acceleration of rotating magnets in
Searl effect.
Kaivarainen_unified pdf

Composite Fermions and Bosons
Read how it is possible to pair electrons to form bosons utilizing fields and boundary
layers - design factors inherent within the Searl Effect Generator.
An invitation to electron masquerade in Quantum Hall by Yasuhiro Iye.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.
Download

Properties of Magic Squares
Peter Loly and Ivars Perterson have investigated the "physical" properties of magic
squares—treating the numbers of each such square as physical quantities.
His theories about Magic Squares, demonstrates independently how such a
mathematical matrix can have physical and electromagnetic applications;
Prof. John Searl has long used them to construct the Searl Effect Generators.
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology5_001.html
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The inertial properties of magic squares and magic cubes by Adam Rogers and Peter
Loly. Canadian Undergraduate Physics Journal.
Download

Magic Square Physics By Ivars Perterson
Download

About Strange Effects Related to Rotating Magnetic Systems
M. Pitk¨anen's technical journal on advanced theories about the relationship between
inertial and gravitational energy with references to the materials composition of the
Searl device.
M. Pitk¨anen, Dept. of Physics, University of Helsinki.
Download

Progress in the understanding of Rotating Magnetic Systems
The latest progress relates to the understanding of the role of material decomposition
of the Searl device (layered Nd-nylon-Fe-Ti structure).
M. Pitkanen home website

Empirical Equation Relating Electromagnetism and Gravity
in terms of Electromagnetic Waves, Fields and Particles
Gravitational effects have been observed that were associated with rotating magnetic
fields of superconductors. As it appears that the gravitational effects are affiliated with
the rotation of the superconductors.
North Carolina Central University, Durham, NC 27707
Willowstick Technologies LLC, Draper, UT 84020
Download

Gravitomagnetic Detection
Read how Dr. Martin detects gravitational anomaly with an experiments that parallels
the many factors inherent in the SEG's design with like results involving spin dynamics,
magnetic fields, cooper pairs formations, superconductivity and acceleration factors.
Dr. Martin Tajmar and his research team at ARC Seibersdorf (Austria) measured and
documented gravitomagnetic effects using precision accelerometers at 20 orders of
magnitude larger than Einstein's Theory of Relativity would predict.
Download

Measurement of Gravitomagnetic and Acceleration Fields
Around Rotating Superconductors
Download

Russian SEG Experiment
The Russian Science Journal, where a variant of the SEG design confirmed the effects
associated with the classical description of the SEG.
Russian experimental research of the magnetic-gravity effects in a full size SEG test.
Download

Cooper Pairs' Can Be Found In Insulators As Well Superconductors
The SEG design consist of four material layers, one of which is a dielectric insulator,
electrical proprieties that can be altered under certain conditions as it is known with the
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology5_001.html
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Searl device; it is a peculiar state utilized by SEG to regulate electrical flow.
Now, Science News reports researchers have confirmed Cooper pairs can exist in such
materials which runs counter intuitive to orthodox beliefs.
Researchers found that Cooper pairs are present in both superconductors and
insulators, they believe that they behave differently in each instance. In
superconductors, pairs link up with other pairs and move in a linear way to create a
continuous stream of electric current. Science Daily (Nov. 24, 2007)
Download

Former SEG Progress Update Document
The following download is an evolutionary document describing the
redevelopment of the Searl Effect Generator (SEG). It is a true and unedited
account direct from John Searl.
SEG progress updates pages 1-50

(5.8MB pdf)

SEG Progress update pages 51-100 (6.2MB pdf)
SEG Progress update pages 101-150 (2.6MB pdf)
SEG Progress update pages 151-200 (1.7MB pdf)
SEG Progress update pages 201-250 (5.9MB pdf)
SEG Progress update pages 251-300 (5.5MB pdf)
SEG Progress update pages 301-350 (4.8MB pdf)
SEG Progress update pages 351-400 (2.6MB pdf)
SEG Progress update pages 401-450 (3.1MB pdf)

Copyright John Roy Robert Searl 2005. All rights reserved.
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2016 SEG Progress Updates at:
SEG Magnetics, Inc.
The Searl Effect
04April2013

Searl Effect Generator (SEG)
Law of the Squares
Technical Documents
SEG Progress Update
Prof. John Searl's Update

Segregated for the machine shop now, the R&D laboratory is essentially
complete this month after extensive remodeling. The lab area has two
primary functions, SEG magnetization research (left image) and materials
research for SEG components and parts. SMI is now at its highest level of
capabilities with its investigative program of the SEG concept. To date, all
research results supports the SEG's theory of operation and the speed of
the progress has only been limited by the budget constraints; however,
progress continues at any given rate with utmost determination by the SEG
Team.
24March2013

The SMI dedicated machine shop is now fully operational this month. The
task of remodeling the office and the machine area also involved extensive
electrical fittings of 208VAC 3phase power.
14May2012
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Adding SMI research capabillites is an essential measuring microscope complete
with digital imaging. The link below shows the progress with a video update clip,
click on the picture or at: https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?
v=eLzQxtpRaZU&vq=medium
09Jan2012

Left side image, construction progress well underway for the A/V suite.
right side is the machining section, building up the electrical fittings needed for
the heavy machinery and other dedicated power outlets.
01Jan2012

With a new epoxy floor coating and all wall freshly painted, the R&D machine
shop will soon be moving the heavy equipment in and it will open up the needed
room of the Magnetization lab area. Searl Magnetics, Inc. will be expanding with
additional working space within the same building complex. This will segregate
the machinery equipment for the laboratory Electronics and magnetization
equipment. The other added space will be dedicated for Swallow Command
Audio / Visual Production equipment.
Furthermore, we will be adding an Administrative Assistant to handle daily office
and operational tasks starting January 2013. As a dedicated member and
shareholder, Jason is expected to accept that position as the latest employee of
SMI.
19March2012
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This video update documents our latest milestone that confirms the
capabilities of the our magnetization equipment. For the first time, SMI
tests out a full SEG Stator ring magnetization in a standard mode and did
so successfully. It paves the way for the field modifications that will
impress SEG type magnetization. Click on the image or here to view the video update
20Nov2011

Watch the video clip that shows how we are tooling up our laboratory: click here or the
picture to view it.

The precision CK6140 CNC Lathe will enable programmable and repeatable
machine capabilities for the Searl Magnetics research laboratory. Such
precision is a critical factor for the SEG to function effectively. The program
control system will make it practical to construct the over 2000 individual
parts that make up a complete SEG. This image shows it is powered up now
and all systems checks ok. Our next set of expenses and effort will focus
on tooling up with the appropriate cutting tools, lubrications and training
on the logical programs and related cad software for the Siemens 802C
controller and thus proceed with prototype construction. For more
information on the company go to: searlmagnetics.com
CNC specification;
Swing Over Bed 500mm
Swing Over Carriage 195mm
Max. work piece processes the length 600mm
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Centre Distance 650mm
Z-travel 900mm
X-travel 240mm
Spindle Bore 52mm
Spindle Taper MT6#
Spindle Nose D1-6
Spindle speed range 200~2200rpm
Z Rapid speed (Box Way) 3m/min 8m/min
Z Rapid speed (Linear Way) 7.5m/min 12m/min
Z Cutting feed(Box Way) 1~2000mm/min 1~4000mm/min
Z Cutting feed(Linear Way) 1~3000mm/min 1~5000mm/min
X Rapid speed (Box Way) 1.5m/min 3m/min
X Rapid speed (Linear Way) 5m/min 10m/min
X Cutting feed(Box Way) 1~1500mm/min 1~2500mm/min
X Cutting feed(Linear Way) 1~2500mm/min 1~3000mm/min
Power of main motor 5.5kW
Max. spindle torque 70Nm
Repositioning accuracy(Box Way) ±0.006mm
Repositioning accuracy(Line Way) ±0.004mm
Min.input 0.001mm
Nos.Of tool position 4
Max Tool Shrank 20×20mm
Tailstock Diameter 60mm
Tailstock Taper MT4#
Tailstock Travel 160mm
Power supply 11kVA
Overall size(L×W×H) 2100×1200×2000mm
Packing size(L×W×H) 2200×1320×2220mm
Net weight/Gross weight 1500kg/1600kg
Standard accessories Wrenches Reduction sleeve Alloy center
Short-Taper Three-Jaw Self-Centring Chucks φ200
Standard Configuration
Frequency conversion spindle motor 5.5kW
Max. spindle torque 70Nm
Power supply 11kVA
2-Axis box way
4 position vertical electric turret
Auto lubration,coolant system
Siemens802C, numerical control system
18Nov2011

It was an extensive process ordering the right CNC lathe, involving
seemingly endless emails and import documentation. However, persistence
and our commitment to the project has again lead to a successful
transaction that delivered it to the LA port for pickup.
Click here or the picture to view the short video that documents the logistics of it to our
commercial facility.
28May2011
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Behind the magnetizer is the monitor and controls equipment lab bench
that consisting of digital storage oscilloscope, gauss meters, function
generators, spectrum analyzer, etc. Magnetic field tests confirms it is
working properly with up to 29,000 gauss which is more the enough for the
magnetization of the roller's segments.
15May2011

We can see now the tapered poles are mounted at the center of the
magnetizer. Gauss meter readings confirms the system is working in
accordance to magnetizer's specifications and is ready for field
modification as needed for the Searl Effect Technology.
13May2011
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Two cobalt steel pole rounds have been machined to the size needed for the
segments. This will cause the magnetic flux of the magnetizer to focus and
intensify into an area about one and half inches, which covers the area of a
roller's segment.

04Nov2010

An overhead view of the Searl Team at our new Searl Magnetics HQ and
laboratory in So Cal. Thailand joint venture lacked the funds that were fully
expected of it to complete the redevelopment program. The SEG project
was therefore moved backed to the USA where it will be finalized. This
transition was the cause of over year in delays and difficulties in the
research program. Progress on the SEG is expected to restart in earnest
January of 2011, while efforts are currently occupied in setting up the
commercial site's office and lab area with all of the equipment needed to
restart the redevelopment work. View our progress with the list of videos
updates below.
04 June 2009
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SEG research with the above test units has proven that not only can the
roller develop an effective Magnetic Bearing over the plate surface, but also
simultaneously it achieves dramatic spin velocities from self induced
frictionless magnetic torque.
Click here or the image to refer to the Magnet Bearing webpage for video clips.

This image shows a mock roller spinning with a tachometer reading 14449
rpm! These observable demonstrations is further evidence of the SEG's
merit in both design and electrodynamics functions; indeed, it is another
integral part of the SEG we can now confirm and evaluate.
24 April 2009
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Prof. Searl has always described a "Magnetic Bearing" in the form of a
magnetic separation gap between the Plate rings and rollers.
The Searl R&D Team has designed this test rig to isolate and demonstrate
this effect to its bare constituents utilizing the classic SEG model design.

Now we can bare witness as a matter of FACT, a Neodymium magnet sized
to that of an SEG roller, can be seen magnetically suspended and floats
about 1/8 inch above the surface of a rotating copper stator ring with just
110 rpm. These tests demonstrate the interaction of self induced eddy
currents due to the relative motion between plate stator and roller.
Important research data is thus gained, tests that will determine what are
the material's design criteria's that will be applied towards an economical
manufacturing type version of the SEG.
(Click here to refer to the Magnet Bearing webpage for video clip demonstration)

24Dec2008
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After almost a year of construction, initial tests of the SEG Printer
Magnetizer (PM) confirms the system is operational and performing well
with test coil loads. This marks the start of the next phase which involves
extensive research & development of the magnetization process. We have
already discovered that this system can impress wave patterns on
permanent magnetic materials; a critical achievement towards
redevelopment of Searl Effect Generator.
05September2008

With 80 of these industrial high capacity UPS batteries now rack mounted
and the nearing completion of all electrical subsystems, it is anticipated
that some preliminary testing may begin this month.
05April2008
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The two ton SEG magnetic printer magnetizer and the major electrical buss
bars are shown here completed by these two images.
28March2008

Construction of the SEG Printer Magnetizer is now well underway. This high
powered assembly is a critical and essential part of the SEG program that
can deliver up 500,000 watts of electrical energy to the load coils
specifically designed to magnetize both SEG Plates and Roller segments
with unique processes and techniques.
09 Nov 2007
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These are eight high precision SEG segments that comprises a roller
shown completed here, this is one of twelve sets needed for the first Plate
of the prototype.
19 Oct 2007

This marks the day all four-component layers are set as one complete unit.
This is the first of three sets needed to complete the SEG experimental
prototype.
13 October 2007
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The three set of SEG copper emitters have arrived in their basic sizes. The
Searl team will mill of each ring carefully since it requires greater precision
than the supplier can provide.
03 October 2007

The Copper Emitter and the Magnetic layer of the SEG prototype are now
pressed together. Notice the teflon block beneath, it will be machined later
to form the Gate. We truly hoped to be further along with it, but so much of
our efforts has shifted towards the preparations of the new lab facilities
now that this project is funded; this will indeed speed up our progress for
the long run.
29 June 2007
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This meeting in Los Angeles involved engineer Fernando Morris and Jon
Barrat the web designer They are holding one of the completed sections of
the SEG prototype's magnetic layer.
23 June 2007
Hi Fernando,
I want to thank you very much for your hospitality last Saturday and
for showing me what you are working on. I think it's a great thing you are
doing to develop the S.E.G. I know what you showed me represents a lot of
time, money and effort! And your work shows that it is high-quality. I look
forward to helping you complete the S.E.G. development project and
working with you further, and thank you for allowing me to help.
If you need anything else, please let me know. Thanks! Denny
June 11, 2007

Thanks to the commitment of our team members and supporters of this
project, we can now confirm that the four material layers needed to
construct the first SEG Plate has now been realized as shown within this
image. The precision machining of these materials will be within 10 microns
and it is expected to take up 3 months to complete. Note that each ring
layer has an individual electronic function, working all together to form a
unique solid state magnetic diode.
May 28, 2007
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This shot clip shows the actual machining of the Stator's Magnetic layer.
18 April 2007

Morris and the SEG Prototype Plate materials made in the USA.

Copyright © The SEG Solution 2016. All rights reserved.
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Scotland. UK.
Man Flight.
Company Structure
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Head of R&D testing and approving products.

FINDING YOUR WAY AROUND SWALLOW COMMAND.
This document is intended to help those who need to make contact with particular
parts of the Swallow Command Civil Aviation Authority.
It will, as its development is implemented lists the names, addresses and telephone
numbers of the main departments, with brief details of their responsibilities.
Swallow Command Responsibilities:
Swallow Command National Air Traffic Division. Shall in conjunction with the Ministry of defense, and the Civil
Aviation Services exchange information upon flight issues, as and when its fleet is ready for missions. (At this date
plans to restart research again has not yet been implemented).
The economic regulation of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle industry, including air transport licensing and approval air
and space mission’s fares, and the licensing of air travel organizers.
Air safety, both airworthiness and operational safety, including the licensing of flight crew, Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle
engineers and spaceports.
Advice to the Governments on civil aviation matters, both domestic and international including space missions.

SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBITIES.
Consumer interests; space aviation requirements; economic and scientific research,
the collection and publication on the company websites with statistical data; and
consultancy and training for overseas administrations.
The ownership and operation of all spaceports international.

SWALLOW COMMAND:
Basic market target is commercial space missions on an international scale.
In addition, to act as an emergency unit for both Earth and space needs.
This is to be a special division, which has yet to be designed, tested, and
implemented.
Both the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.)
could operate in such emergencies as flooding, earthquakes, high winds, aircraft
crashes; shipping accidents and forest fires requirements, lack of interest has
delayed such developments that could had saved lives these last few years. It could
become an International Rescue unit. (Plans not yet discussed upon such a set up
within the operation of SWALLOW COMMAND; but the possibility exists.
Thus, the structure of Swallow Command will be complex to handle such operations
.

SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION RESPOSIBITIES OUTSIDE
THE SC.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT:
Government policy for civil aviation including formulation of legislation.
International civil aviation relations, including the negotiation of international air
service agreements and the issues of permits to overseas airlines. Remember that the
common flight system been in service and have set their operations in a routine to
which we have to make compromises in our operations to fit in to their systems as it
is not possible for them to change to our operational system at this stage. However,
good will and co-operation with their functions; both systems should operate without
failure.
Aircraft noise policy; in relation to the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle;
National airports policy, in reference to Swallow Command spaceports.
https://searlsolution.com/members/investing3_000.html
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Co-ordination of aviation security.
Investigation of common flying aircraft accidents.
Common aircraft refers to aircraft, which depends on air for flight.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) does not depend on air for flight.
I must study all issues relating to flight, which today is in operation, to plan the best
route for SWALLOW COMMAND functions to proceed without failures into a new
domain of flight operations.
That is no small task, as you will witness, as I move forward through the long list,
which must be handle for success of the company operations. We cannot afford any
accidents regardless what NASA has had.
In these documents I explain what is now in operation and how that can be used in
SWALLOW COMMAND operations thus saving on cost to develop such systems, of
cause the problem as I have found is finding the supplier of such equipment and what
the cost that is involved.
I will also show and explain my plans of equipment set up and components to use.

SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES.
Commonwealth Air Transport Council (SCCATC)
AIRLINES:
Enquiries about individual airline services should be directed to the airline or their
agent.
This relates to if airlines do employ the I-G-V as an express service similar in
context to how Concorde was employed.
In the case of complaints, they may wish to contact the Air Transport Users
Committee, which will be discussed later.
AIRPORTS:
Reference to the British Airports Authority (headquarters; Gatwick Airport, Gatwick,
West Sussex, RH6 0HZ, telephone number was 0293 517755) is responsible for the
management of Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Prestwick, Glasgow Edinburgh and
Aberdeen airports.
The Civil Aviation Authority is responsible for the management of eight Scottish
aerodromes to be discussed later.
Most other aerodromes handling passenger services are managed by municipal
authorities or private companies.
Unfortunate all other parts of the world information either were stolen or destroyed
my evil minds to stop this work, until such time I can recover that data we shall
continue with the set up as known at this date.
SPACEPORTS or COSMODROMES:
All spaceports or Cosmodromes are the responsibility of Swallow Command
Aviation Authority.
AIR TRANSPORT USERS COMMITTEE (SCAUC):
The Committee makes representations on behalf of user interests to the SCAA,
Government departments, airlines and others concerned with the operation and
regulation of the civil air transport of the I-G-V.
It also investigates complaints against the suppliers of I-G-V air transport services.
SWALLOW COMMAND INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENTS:
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT:
Relations with the press, radio and television. Special promotions, films and
exhibitions.
In fact the first DVD has already been released which gives the first insight of my
life in this research and development.
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However, there is much yet to be filmed for release to the public. There are many
VHS tapes needing to be converted to DVD and cleaned up for release to the public.
CENTRAL LIBRARY:
This section is around $1k short on data, which is update information – I have been
able to save some of the 1968 data.
This library is a vital section to carry data needed for up to date operations and the
filing of all data that is generated by our research, development, and operations in
relation to flight.

SWALLOW COMMAND RESPOSIBILTIES:
The library file names, date of birth and place of birth, the information shall include
photo of members, rank and section of employment.
It shall register births, deaths and missing persons who are operating within Swallow
Command Aviation section. It will file all civil aviation material, including statistics,
available for consultation.
It will register all Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) when they go into service,
including all conventional aircraft, which uses any spaceport or cosmodrome.
PRINTING AND PUBLICATION SERVICE:
In future, this will be on CDs or DVDs than in actual printed text, which will be
available from the public relations department. This includes Official Record and
regulatory notices.
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES:
Operational information service whose duty is to supply pilots, astronauts,
cosmonauts and missions flight operators of Swallow Command Aviation Division.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION CHART ROOM:
Aeronautical charts including space charts and all information upon planets, which
becomes available from any source including that of Swallow Command own
research and findings.
Shall contain a division for Cartographic and visual aids service.
Shall prepare drawings for Swallow Command AIP, NOTAMS etc.
SWALLOW COMMAND ECONOMIC REGULATION:
Air and space transport licensing in general has to studied and define before
implementing.
Air and space transport licensing finance has to studied and define before
implementing.
Air travel Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) organizers licensing to study and defined
before implementing.
Consumer affairs:
Enforcement:
International Tariff filing unit.
Public hearings of applications for air transport licenses of the Inverse-GravityVehicle
(I-G-V) licenses will normally held in the hearing room of the International
Headquarters of Swallow Command.
If you think that Swallow Command Aviation is a toy, you are sure in for a
surprise, all this you have just read is nothing yet but each sections has to be
planned out and implemented before any business flight of the Inverse-GravityVehicle (I-G-V) can take to the skies. All data below must comply as well with
the letter.
OPERATIONAL SAFETY:
SPACEPORTS – COSMODROMES STANDARDS:
https://searlsolution.com/members/investing3_000.html
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Spaceports – Cosmodromes licensing, policy and inspections.
Spaceports – Cosmodromes safeguarding and aviation aspects of the Town and
Country Planning Act.
Spaceports- Cosmodromes fire services.
GENERAL AVIATION:
Excluding personal licence and flight crew licensing which will be dealt with later.
Aerial work with special reference to agricultural flying by Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles,
which can be radio controlled unmanned units.
PROBLEMS:
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle must be clear by not less than 2,000 feet from such
activity as:
Airships; 2) ballooning, 3) gliding, 4) parachuting, 5) parascending, 6) conventional flying display, 7) aerial
racing, 8) hand gliding, 9) private flying, 10) model airplanes.
Exemptions and permissions under the Air Navigation Order to conventional aircraft in the general
Aviation category.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is not a conventional aircraft; therefore, it not recorded in the general
Aviation category.

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS:
Analysis of data, co-ordination of remedial action on operational aspects of accidents
relating to conventional aircraft, and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles gone missing on space
missions, or damaged during mission flight or surface operations.
INVERSE-GRAVITY-VEHICLES FLIGHTCREW LICENSING:
Issue and renewal of licenses, ratings, conversions, validations for:
Professional pilots, F/Eng, F/Nav.
Private pilots.
Cabin crew certificates.
TECHNICAL EXAMINATIONS FOR:
Aircraft type rating and performance conventional and non-conventional.
R/T licenses.
All others.
Appointment of PPL examiners.
Appointment of flying instructors.
Licence training courses.
Within Swallow Command Aviation center there will be training school divided into
levels of training:
Private pilots
Commercial pilots
I.G.V. Astronauts
I.G.V. Cosmonauts

Just as a reminder: Astronauts fly Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles up to the Moon orbit and
not beyond.

SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBITIES:
Cosmonauts fly Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) beyond the Moon orbit.
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Fees and charges for training of flight crews have yet to be studied and defined
before implementing into the company operations.
A department whose task is to deign practical flying tests and supervision of the
flying school, installed in the operations of Swallow Command.
OPERATIONAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT:
Policy and development legislation:
Public transport flight operations; this could be like Concorde, might well become
reality sooner than later as a replacement to Concorde.
Airplane and helicopter performance: within Spaceports and Cosmodromes
requirements.
Flight data and cockpit voice recorders on all Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs).
Development of regulatory and guidance material on all weather operations: for
conventional flight operations from Star ports and Cosmodromes.
Operating requirements: for Cat II and Cat III conventional aircraft at Star ports and
Cosmodromes.
NOTE: those Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles have priority over conventional aircraft as
they are departing or returning from missions.

SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBILITES:
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NOTE: Astronauts only fly Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) from Earth to the
orbit of the Moon.
Cosmonauts fly Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) from Moon orbit through
remaining cosmos.
Thus, Star ports are designed for small footprints of operations, like hourly trips to
the ISS or the Moon.
Therefore, Cosmodromes are busy to handle long haul space missions, like Mars and
beyond calling for larger carriers then needed for local runs from Earth to Moon
orbit.
Deep space missions require a much larger flight crews to that for local runs on
economic grounds.
Deep space missions are a major economic problem, which has to achieve a financial
balance at the end of the mission; if commercial operation is the target of such
missions.
You cannot go to Mars let alone out of our solar system on a credit card, yet
somehow it is needed to fill our database with corrected data for future use upon our
universe, and what materials are available out there which can be collected to assist
planet Earth survival; by man not destroying the Earth for materials
Development of criteria for obstacle clearance: which also applies to InverseGravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) on missions flight paths and, on approaches to other
planets surfaces, where no prepared site is available to land.
Instrument approach and holding procedures at Star Ports and Cosmodromes: This
includes similar information for landing on other planets surfaces.

SWALLOW COMMAND RESPONSIBILITES:
FLIGHT OPERATIONS:
Applications for Air and Space Operator’s Certificates; inspection and approval of
operators.
Carriage by air of dangerous goods, munitions of war and animals, which will be
required on deep space missions.
Interchange of conventional aircraft, which might be required for local operations on
Planet Earth to link isolated areas to the main flight center.
Inspection and supervision of airline pilots: Astronauts, Cosmonauts training, and
testing procedure.
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Inspection or approval of flight simulators for use in conventional airline and space
Inverse-Gravity Vehicles (I-G-Vs) training.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION ADMINISTRATION OFFICE:
Will house the Private Aviation Committee, operational matters not mentioned
elsewhere, there would be local requirements in the operational program, which will
require special attention.
SWALLOW COMMAND FIRE SERVICE TRAINING SCHOOL:
Where conventional flying is permitted from any Star Port or Cosmodrome, a fully
skill fire staff will be maintain through all working hours. A reduce staff will cover
any period in which conventional aircraft are not operating.
This school will maintain the equipment needed for training purposes.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION AIRWORTHINESS:
All enquiries concerning airworthiness should be directed to the Head office address,
which shall be announce later on our website.
SWLLOW COMMAND ADMINISDTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT
SERVICES:
Hovercraft technology: will be developed by Swallow Command Aviation and
certification matters.
It will have International Register of Aircraft using Star Ports or Cosmodromes,
including all Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) records.
SWALLOW COMMAND AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS BOARD:
Airworthiness requirements: of all conventional flying aircrafts, and Inverse-GravityVehicles (I-G-Vs) using Star Ports or Cosmodromes; Airworthiness Notices and
publications on our website.
SWALLOW COMMAND SAFETY DATA UNIT:
It duty is the collection of data, Analysis and distribution of Mandatory Occurrence
reports.
SWALLOW COMMAND AIRCRAFT PROJECTS:
Co-ordination of aircraft certification investigations of all aircraft intended to use
Star Ports or Cosmodromes.
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) structures.
Helicopter certification, which intend to use Star Ports or Cosmodromes are suitable
for operations.

SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION:
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT:
All aircraft including Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) systems: must undergo
evaluation and equipment approval, including avionic systems and equipment, for
operation from Star Ports or Cosmodromes.
FLIGHT:
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-vehicles (I-G-Vs) flight testing, simulator evaluation.
Handling and performance flight engineering.
Noise certification: of both aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-Vs) is
important, as noise can show that problems exists which need urgent investigation;
therefore to grow to know the sound of your craft regardless of which class and the
sound of the body stresses can save lives.
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) are not prone to center of gravity movement
as conventional aircraft are; therefore, one must accept monitors data as the reality in
which you exist within that craft, as no normal accepted feelings as one experiences
in conventional flying are present.
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All weather operation certificate.
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) flight manuals.
POWERPLANT:
Engines, auxiliary power units, propellers and gearboxes of all conventional aircraft
must be checked before flights from Star Ports or Cosmodromes.
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) only need the 64 discharged pins to clean of
carbon contamination and the landing feet checked for any damage due to landing,
before any mission can be authorized.
SURVEY:
Swallow Command general enquiries on survey matters.
Maintenance schedules and programs, including Swallow Command additional
directives, mandatory modifications and inspections, these have to be evaluated and
approved for implementing.
Applications for issue and renewal of certificates of Airworthiness of all
conventional aircraft requirements, which will also include Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles
(I-G-Vs) on Long-term deep space missions for structure damage, flight cell damage,
landing gear damage and hydraulics.
PERSONNEL LICENSING:
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs): Maintenance Engineer Licenses and
AECs.
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) Maintenance Engineer training
course.
Aircraft and Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs) technical examinations for
professional pilots and flight engineers.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL CENTRE:
Medical and human factors in flight safety of Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I-G-Vs).
Medical examination and assessment of flight crew for licenses.
Training in aviation medicine.

SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION:
Occupational health advice for all staff within Swallow Command operation.
Telecommunications are all part of Swallow Command Aviation training
responsibilities.
Each sub-division shall create and releases its own related documents.
This will become available on this business section of my website.

ORGANISATION OF SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION
AUTHORITY.
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This document has released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Swallow Command Aviation Division.
Head of R&D Manned Flight.
Swallow Command Pdf copy
Copyright John Roy Robert Searl 2005. All rights reserved.
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SEG technology

"You can not have different matter in the same space,
but you can have different matter in different spaces at the same time,
or have different matter in the same space at different times."
Prof. John R.R. Searl

The Searl Effect
Searl Effect Generator (SEG)
Inverse Gravity Vehicle (IGV)
Law of the Squares
Technical Documents
SEG Progress Updates
John Searl's Updates

The Law of the Squares
The history of Magic or Latin squares dates back thousands of years, to the
pyramids of ancient Egypt, and possibly even further back to the first
Chinese dynasties. In fact, today, the Chinese people still use magic
squares for cutting and trimming bonsai trees to the correct mathematical
ratios of nature. By understanding these natural laws, one can argue that
the Universe exist according to precise mathematical laws.
The Law of the Squares (LOS) or Magic Squares is not a new technology
but an old technology that's been reborn after John Searl at a young age
developed it independently and discovered his numbered matrix has three
dimensional properties that can model the quantum energy states of mass
in time and space.
There are three groups of squares - group one, two and three, and there can
be no others. Group one squares consists of all odd numbers. All even
numbers that are divisible by four are in group two. All the rest of the even
numbers not divisible by four are in group three.
When the correct matrix of random numbers sum up to the same line value
across, down and diagonally, then it is just as valid as the physics
regarding the known laws of conservation where energy is neither created
nor destroyed, but can be converted from one form to another.
The LOS matrix demonstrates these conservative laws precisely by
correctly transposing the random numbers of the squares into line values
that all add up to the same value in any direction results in a non-random or
uniform state of summation without creating more or less value than the
total sum of the cube.
LOS technology along with appropriate stimulation is a transformational
solution to random quantum energy state conversion into a useful nonrandom (uniform) state of resonance and coherent electron motion within
the atomic lattice or simply put, can form electrical currents out of chaos.
Note: The First law of thermodynamics states that both work and heat are forms of
energy, and that the total energy is conserved as the LOS matrix illustrates with its
exacting summation; the SEG functions in complete accordance to this law.
Also note: Where as the Second law of thermodynamics states that in a "'closed system"
disorder grows and less energy is available for work. The SEG functions on the bases of
an "open system" as is life, windmills, hydroelectric's, solar cells, etc.
Fact of the matter is the 2nd law does NOT apply to "open systems"; it is a typical
mistake by self-proclaimed experts to say otherwise about the SEG's energy cycle.
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Square four is graphically illustrated 3 dimensionally; added in any direction sums 34.
The kernel of the square is the 2x2 cube which represents the core of the square.

For an SEG to work effectively, the various materials or elements must be
of a specific nature, weight and dimension and it must be configured in
such a way that it meets the LOS requirements with a high level of material
precision based on strict mathematical design criteria.
Professor John Searl has written many books on the subject of The Law of
the Squares and he uses these square matrices and their laws to construct
the Searl Effect Generator. He has explained the Law of the Square's unique
properties extensively within his books and has traveled to lectures at
schools, conventions and universities within many countries.
The following are examples of the Truth Tables for Squares 4 thru 25;
they are excerpts from one of his series of books.
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